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Abstract—This paper studies the influence of gain on
transmission of electromagnetic waves through the nanocavity
placed between two reflectors. The reflectors consist of
alternating nano-layered structure that contains dispersive
negative and non-dispersive positive refractive index materials.
Here, we analyze transmission of the structure by utilizing
transfer matrix method on 103 THz regime of frequency.
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For a TE wave to be incident onto a one dimensional PC at
an angle θ A , the transmission coefficient is given by[8]
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Where p A = n A Cosθ A , p s = n s 1 − ( n A 2 Sin 2θ A ni 2 )
the transfer matrix element and is given by
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THEORETICAL FORMULATION
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Metamaterials are artificially media, exhibit fascinating
properties which are not found in nature [1]. Metamaterials
include materials with both negative ε and μ named doubled
negative (DNG) materials [2], [3]. Since DNGs have a negative
refraction, they called negative index materials (NIMs) [1].
Recently, alternative structures containing NIMs and
positive index materials (PIMs) considered by many
researchers to design novel optical devices [1], [4]-[7].
In this paper we utilize two periodic structures consist of
nano NIM-PIM slabs as two reflectors to design a nanocavity
with a medium as defect layer composed of two nano PIM
slabs which are the same together and different to the PIM
slabs in the reflectors (see Fig. 1). Here, we investigated the
transmission through this structure, and then the influence of
gain on the transmission.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the nanocavity structure under investigation, (b) The
reflectore that is placed in back of Structure (Rb), (c) Defect layer structure
and (d) The reflectore in front of Structure (Rf).
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Fig. 3. Transmittance of nanocavity for various values of gain.

NUMERICAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We plotted transmission spectra which is shown in Fig. 2, by
using Eq. (1), for s-polarized waves at zero angle of incidence
for nanocavity which composed of two 1DPCs that contains
ordered NIM-PIM slabs as reflectors and PIM-PIM layers
with different media compared to the reflectors. All layers
have thickness in range of nano-meter. Then, we investigated
the transmission of the structure in 103 (THz) range of
frequency.
We suppose air as positive layers hence, ε 2 = μ 2 = 1 . The
necessary parameters and defined as:
nPIMD = 1.5 , n A = 1 , ns = 1, d PIM = dPIMD = 5.5 nm , d NIM = 16 nm ,
N = 15 , M = 5 . d PIMD and nPIMD denote thickness and refractive
index of PIM media in defect layer as nanocavity,
respectively.
Fig. 4. A three dimension image of transmission versus the frequency and
gain spectra.

IV.

CONCLUSION

So, we can say that by regulating system on a particular
frequency and utilizing a reasonable gain, we can obtain a
very high transmission in order to design a very effective
nanocavity which can be used in nanolasers.
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